Histoire
1687, Louis XIV names Monsieur de Beaucastel
“Captain of the village of Courthézon”.
1909, The Perrin family acquires the estate.
1936, Châteauneuf du Pape, the first French AOC.
1950, Jacques Perrin turns to organic farming.
1974, First trials of biodynamic culture.
1989, First vintage of Hommage à Jacques Perrin.

Le vignoble
• 100 hectares (240 acres), in one single plot at the northern
limit of the Appellation of Châteauneuf du Pape.
• A unique terroir with rolled pebbles,
clay and sand on limestone.
• Cool Microclimate due to the Mistral wind.
• All 13 varieties are grown at Beaucastel.

Hommage
à Jacques Perrin
• First vintage in 1989.
• Majority of Mourvèdre. Great ageing potential.
• Only produced in vintages that are great for late ripening varieties
(indian summer vintages).
• Very limited production.
• Varieties are viniﬁed separately and blended.
after malolactic fermentation.

La Presse

Le millésime 2014
A VINTAGE MARKED BY BALANCE
CONTRASTING WEATHER

2014 began with a mild and particularly wet winter, atypical for the region, followed by a hot, dry spring, ideal
for flowering and formation of the first clusters. This happened at the beginning of June for the Mourvèdre, the
dominant grape variety in the cuvee “Hommage à Jacques Perrin”. Following that, there was extremely variable
weather during the summer, with two big storms in July, coupled with beautifully sunny days. With a 100% increase
in rainfall levels compared to normal, attentive work in the vines and measures to prevent disease were more than
ever necessary to maintain healthy vineyards. Thanks to this precision work, the vines were not subject to stress,
but continued with their growth, and veraison went smoothly.

A HARVEST UNDER STRICT CONTROL

Once again, an Indian summer at the beginning of September restored balance, allowing harvesting to begin in
excellent conditions. Our preventive action paid off, and the vines remained healthy. In spite of periods of heavy
rain in mid-September, with meticulous attention and great flexibility, the fruit of our experience and our intimate
knowledge of our terroirs, we were able to finish harvesting at full maturity around 10 October with superb fruit
full of aromas and colour. The Mourvèdre benefitted greatly from this Indian summer, presaging a very promising
vintage.

A SUPERBLY BALANCED WINE

First tastings of the 2014 vintage bring to mind 2001, 2010 and 2012, revealing great balance and splendid,
homogenous tannins. The colour is intense ruby; there is stunning fruit and a lovely smoothness and richness
underlined with superb acidity. A wine of perfect balance.

